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Abstract

In the mid-nineteenth century, the American rural cemetery movement moved beyond the
Northeast and permeated the South with garden landscapes and Victorian symbolism. Culture and
experience distinctively shaped Southern portrayal of the movement’s hallmarks. The South’s
relationship to death through war, epidemic, racial and economic strife transformed not only the
rural cemetery’s landscape and symbolism but also the South’s attitudes towards mortality.
Existing literature does not acknowledge how events of overwhelming death affected the
movement’s romanticized views of death. As a case study, this paper applies a code of symbolism
to analyze grave markers at Elmwood Cemetery in Memphis, Tennessee and compares changes
over time with first-person accounts of the 1878 yellow fever epidemic. This research has current
implications because it studies people’s relationship to death in response to a severe epidemic—a
reflection of how COVID-19 might change how we know and treat death in the future.
I.

Introduction

Elmwood Cemetery existed as much for the living as it did the dead. The landscape of
Elmwood follows the rural cemetery style as roads and paths wind along the natural contour of the
land surrounded by oaks, magnolias, and crepe myrtles. The monuments are impressive, with
obelisks towering over communions of angels. All aspects of the cemetery imitate a garden of
heavenly delights. During the late nineteenth century, the cemetery’s nature and fresh air were an
escape from the ills of urban life. Lush greenery and impressive monuments that displayed symbols
expressing everlasting life reflected new perceptions of mortality and contributed to a grave marker
language that spanned centuries. But the late nineteenth century also brought death to the nation
at a degree never experienced before. For this research paper, I use Memphis, Tennessee’s
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Elmwood Cemetery and the 1878 yellow fever epidemic as a case study to analyze whether
overwhelming death events altered the rural cemetery in the South.
II.

Literature Review

Existing literature about the rural cemetery movement falls into three categories, (1)
Northern rural cemeteries, (2) Southern rural cemeteries, and (3) methods-based cemetery
research. Within Northern rural cemetery literature, Stanley French’s “The Cemetery as Cultural
Institution: The Establishment of Mount Auburn and the ‘Rural Cemetery’ Movement” discusses
the movement’s causes and effects, as well as its driving influences (1974)1. As his title reads,
French acknowledges the cultural importance of the rural cemetery movement, with specific focus
on regional thought in the Northeast United States. Linden-Ward and Deetz (1989) wrote about
the tourist and leisure uses of rural cemeteries and how those relate to the moral implications of
these cemeteries. Thomas Bender (1974) observed the relationship between Northern rural
cemeteries and more general changes in American society. More specifically, he investigated how
American attitudes toward the movement related to attitudes towards America’s increasingly urban
environment. The consecration address of Mount Auburn, America’s first rural cemetery,
suggested that “influence of the rural cemetery could purify the city without compromising its
urbanity” (Bender, 1974, p. 198)2. These works link the northern rural cemetery to a moral high
ground.

Mount Auburn was the first rural cemetery in the United States created in 1831 near Boston, Massachusetts: “The
creation of Mount Auburn marked a change in prevailing attitudes about death and burial. It was a new type of
burial place designed not only to be a decent place of interment, but to serve as a cultural institution as well…And
the example of Mount Auburn became the prototype of the ‘rural cemetery’ which was extensively duplicated
throughout the country” (p. 38).
2
The consecration expressed that a view of the city encourages us to "indulge in the dreams and hope of ambition."
However, in the cemetery, “The rivalries of the world will here drop from the heart; the spirit of forgiveness will
gather new impulses; the selfishness of avarice will be checked; the restlessness of ambition will be rebuked...” (p.
198).
1
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Recently, contributors to the literature expounded upon the South’s position in the
movement. Scarlet Jernigan (2015) focused on the rural cemetery movement in Georgia, placing
emphasis on the Second Great Awakening3 and how the South interpreted that religious movement
within their cemeteries. This contribution is important because both social and religious trends
influence cemeteries, especially in the South with its distinctive relationship to evangelicalism.
Jernigan’s work provided context for the religious influences occurring in the same period. Joy
Giguere (2018) gave the most holistic view of Southern rural cemetery trends and discussed the
South’s relationship with epidemic and the Civil War. She noted that while Northern rural
cemetery literature is extensive, Southern literature lacks the same attention, and because of this
absence, researchers ignore the intricacies of Southern culture, and assume the South blindly
imitated Northern cemeteries (Giguere, 2018, p. 846).
The current literature largely focuses on the rural cemetery in the North, with only a couple
recent studies acknowledging the development of the movement in the South. This gap in the
research causes researchers to fully credit the North with morality and cultural influence.
Overwhelming death in the Civil War and epidemics produced the Southern culture of the late
nineteenth century, so assumedly these significant events altered the South’s portrayal of the rural
cemetery. There is a lack of literature on how overwhelming death events affected the Southern
rural cemetery, and in an effort to contribute to the literature in this area I ventured into methodsbased research.

3

The Second Great Awakening (1790-1840s) was a Protestant religious revival defined by emotional preaching and
an emphasis on salvation, especially on the American frontier. Scarlet Jernigan states of the revival in the South,
“Regional churches grew more distant as the slavery issue roiled, resulting in an intense ‘cultural war,’ with the
South resisting the North’s ‘perilous atheism’ even as southerners adopted the liberal rural cemetery movement from
New England” (2015, p. 294). She continues that the rural cemetery’s “emotional language could have resonated
with southerners in part because the Second Great Awakening evangelicals had fostered emotion in both preaching
and conversion experience, thus allowing southerners to express emotions more freely” (2015, p. 311).
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Methods-based cemetery studies are not vast in quantity, but they do focus on several
different areas of the United States and leave scope for more researchers to enter this field of study.
Dethlefsen and Deetz’s (1966) work was one of the first to utilize gravestones as anthropological
artifacts to denote change over time. They studied how motifs in New England cemeteries changed
prior to the nineteenth century. They suggested that important historical events may not have as
great of influence as expected in grave motif development. For example, they did not find any
significant change due to the American Revolution. They cautioned anyone who would attempt to
link one specific event to a change in grave iconography. Their model serves as the model for most
cemetery methods to follow. Francaviglia (1971) used cemeteries as intentional, organized
landscapes in the Northwest to track change in grave form that may generate evolutions similar to
American spatial and architectural patterns. Pritsolas and Acheson (2017) used Francaviglia’s
research with the addition of GIS to track spatial and evolutionary changes in semi-rural Midwest
graveyards. They studied how cultural and economic spheres determine an individual cemetery
landscape unique to the area (Pritsolas & Acheson, 2017, p. 53). My study is important because it
fits into broader Southern rural cemetery literature while also recognizing Memphis and its
cemetery as a “location-specific” landscape, because while “influencing pressures can be the same
in various locations…they may occur at different times, in different combinations/be expressed in
localized ways” (Pristolas & Acheson, 2017, p. 54).
My research most closely resembles Mallios and Caterino’s (2011) study in Southern
California. Their research claims that war and disease from 1914 to 1920 significantly changed
American ideals of memorialization. They looked at San Diego cemeteries to interpret changes in
gravestone form in the early twentieth century possibly caused by World War I and the Influenza
Epidemic. In agreement with general literature, they acknowledge a gradual shift from Victorian
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views of death to an “avoidance” of death (Mallios & Caterino, 2011, p. 430). They believe
overwhelming death and devastation heralded this shift, which is also the hypothesis I am testing
in this paper. Although the goals of my paper align with theirs, I am wary of Mallios and Caterino’s
definite conclusions, especially in the light of Dethlefsen and Deetz’s warning. Mallios and
Caterino (2011) conclude, “The social trauma experienced by much of Western society in the early
1920s resulted in more humble mortuary expression, evinced in significantly smaller grave
markers” (p. 430). The devastation and social trauma surely influenced ways of life, but it is
difficult to assume that this would be the only reason for a change when (1) past research shows
religion and social movements are just as important a factor in the cemetery conversation and (2)
cemetery trends gradually change over time with shifting tastes4.
III.

The Southern Rural Cemetery

European burial grounds and imagery inspired American burial customs years before the
establishment of the country, but the rural cemetery movement created an important distinction
between the two continents. Early North American Puritan grave markers demonstrated a
“continuation of European mortality images that emphasized the fleeting nature of life” (Mallios,
2011, p. 431). The landscape and horticulture of the rural cemetery resembled the English garden’s
natural design. Many researchers believe France’s Pere-Lachaise was the inspiration for Mount
Auburn (Linden-Ward & Deetz, 1989). However, the American rural cemetery was unique
because American industrialization and expansion into the frontier produced a need for a curated
public urban space. Thomas Bender notes that Pere-Lachaise was an “old garden dedicated to a
new purpose…as a cemetery,” but American rural cemeteries were “established on sites of natural
beauty with the intention of conserving their original aspect” (Bender, 1974, p. 201).

4

For example, it is well documented that cemetery layouts gradually became simpler and headstones smaller and
more uniform in part to lessen maintenance costs. (Francaviglia, 1971; Pritsolas & Acheson, 2017)
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Before the rural cemetery movement, burial grounds did not host the same respect for the
dead we expect today. Centralized graveyards overfilling with bodies fell victim to grave robbers
and yielded a health hazard to the population with unkempt graves (Magness, 2001). The
centralized graveyard was more common in the Northeast, but major cities in the South faced the
same issues, and new ones. The decentralized population in the South resulted in more individual
family plots as opposed to community burial grounds (French, 1974, p. 39). Families erected these
plots on private land, so when there was a change in land ownership many such plots did not
survive (French, 1974, p. 40). In the Northeast, people responded to unsafe and unhealthy
graveyards through the rural cemetery movement, but this change was gradual, and a desire to
return the pastoral seemed to be a greater influence than health and safety concerns.
In the early nineteenth century, cities were industrial, impersonal, and constantly in flux.
Life was temporary, and so were burial grounds. As city dwellers’ priorities shifted in the midnineteenth century to desire a permanent community life, people associated a natural landscape
with an escape from the burdens of the city (Bender, 1974). The rural cemetery fulfilled this need
as a “readily accessible natural sanctuary within close proximity to the city” (Bender, 1974, p.
204). Today, Elmwood is in the middle of the city, but when it was established, it was a few miles
from the heart of downtown—a sufficient distance away from the hurry of river ports and markets.
At the time, this was enough distance for citizens to escape city life and reconnect with nature in
the cemetery. A common misconception about the rural cemetery is that there was an opposite and
comparable ‘urban cemetery’ that was closer to the city. However, there is no such cemetery type.
Rural cemeteries were only two to four miles outside a city, and their name was more a rebuke of
an increasingly urban society as opposed to a reference of location. As French (1974) noted,
“‘garden cemetery’ would be a less misleading and more apt description [for the rural cemetery],”
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but ‘rural cemetery’ was the common term during the period, so I use it in this paper (p. 38). The
rural cemetery movement brought into general use the term cemetery, meaning “sleeping
chamber,” to replace the original terms graveyard and burial ground (Magness, 2001, p. 9). This
replacement displays the shift in public opinion about death during this period. The dead were
merely in a deep sleep amongst each other, patiently awaiting their entrance into the next life.
Although the rural cemetery movement started in the Northeast with Mount Auburn,
Elmwood embodied the South’s portrayal of Mount Auburn’s “effective prototype” of the rural
cemetery (French, 1974, p. 43). The establishment of Elmwood occurred during mourning’s “high
Romantic phase5,” and we can see this influence in the beauty and care attributed to the cemetery
(Magness, 2001, p. 27). In 1873, the new president of Elmwood Cemetery, Captain Joseph Lenow,
professed his love for Elmwood’s “roses and evergreens, its speechless but eloquent monuments,
its silent roadways, and its right blossoms of spring, and pale shadow of autumn and winter”
(Elmwood Cemetery, 1874, 34). In his new position, Lenow desired to “[perfect] the attractiveness
of our City of the Dead” (Elmwood Cemetery, 1874, p. 34). The emphasis on beauty and perfection
displays a key characteristic of the rural cemetery—to imbue new, romantic attitudes into the
conversation of death. While some saw these attitudes as a dangerous denial of death6, others
embraced the enchantment of such landscapes as a European visitor to Mount Auburn declared,
“a glance at this beautiful cemetery almost excites a wish to die” (Arfwedson, 1834, p. 211). The

5

Prior to the mid-nineteenth century, mourning as seen through tombstones reminded the viewer of death with grim
reapers and skulls and hourglasses. Gravestones were modestly rectangular in shape and their imagery taught a blunt
lesson in mortality. Then, as the mid-nineteenth century began, grave iconography “developed so that any nineteenth
century visitor to the cemetery would immediately understand what certain tombstones meant” (Magness, 2001, p.
27). All aspects of the grave changed, especially iconography, to reflect a more optimistic perception of mortality,
but also to reflect European Romanticism. This movement was characterized by a greater emphasis on emotion and
the natural world. Thus, mourning also became more emotive and decorative.
6
English writer Harriet Martineau wrote about her experience at Mount Auburn, detailing that while Mount Auburn
was appealing to the senses, its founders seemed to deny the cemetery as a civilizing display of the past (LindenWard, 1989, p. 306).
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directors of Elmwood likely believed they were contributing to the “legacies of imperishable moral
wealth” that would improve the “moral sentiments and general taste of all classes” (Loudon;
French, 1974, p. 55). Even though Elmwood was home to many wealthy deceased, the directors
and contributors to its landscape and beauty believed they were a great improving influence for all
society.
Elmwood is a quintessential rural cemetery in its location, landscape, and monuments.
Elmwood’s timeline aids my study because the cemetery was well-established prior to the
overwhelming death events. These grave markers unaffected by the Civil War and thereafter act
as the control variable against which I can measure other markers. I end this period with the turn
of the century because the twentieth century brought many influences that would make it more
difficult to account for certain changes in grave iconography. Also, in the early twentieth century,
lawn cemeteries became more popular for reasons that may be unrelated to death such as
maintenance and the rise of public parks to substitute the desire for nature fulfilled by the rural
cemetery.
IV.

The Yellow Fever in Memphis

By the mid-nineteenth century, Memphis grew at a faster rate than any other city in the
South, its population increasing from 8,000 in 1850 to 22,000 in 1860 (Magness, 2001, p. 13).
Memphis rose to impressive significance in the South but would face its greatest adversities in the
latter half of the century. The sixties brought great divide and sorrow and death to the nation. On
the path to recovery after this tumultuous decade, yellow fever epidemics stifled progress and
undermined the advancement of the city.
Memphis was similar to cities with rural cemeteries in the North because of its size and
modernity. But Memphis maintained its Southern culture and identity through its location on the
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Mississippi River, the city’s cotton business7, and Confederate tensions during the Civil War
(Lauterbach, 2015). I can compare Memphis to cities in the North because of their similar
structures, while applying Southern influences to its change over time. Memphis is a city that
experienced overwhelming death—overwhelming both in mass quantities of the dead and in
disturbing physical appearance of the dead from experiences such as brutal killing on a battlefield
and debilitating sickness. Since there is no measure to determine the terribleness of death, the
localized death must be so overwhelming that people feel its effects at the individual, local, and
even regional or national levels. First-person accounts and statistics from the late nineteenth
century justify Memphis as a location of overwhelming death.
In 1872, Popular Science Monthly published statistics showing Memphis had the highest
death-rate in any American city at a rate of “46.6 per thousand inhabitants” (Elmwood Cemetery,
1874, p. 170). Memphis experienced four notable mass death events in the late nineteenth century:
Civil War (1861-1865); Sultana Disaster (1865); Memphis Massacre (1866); and the yellow fever
epidemic (1878). It is important to study Memphis during this period because these events shaped
Memphis as the city entered the twentieth century. While Memphis was a majority white, bustling
and rapidly growing city prior to the Civil War, by the end of 1878 Memphis was a majority black
taxing district, having lost its city charter because of municipal debt (Lauterbach, 2015). These
four events, death having defined each of them, brought great changes to way of life in Memphis
and determined how the city would continue into the next century.

“With the Chickasaw Bluffs protecting it from flooding—and providing Memphis’s distinctive moniker, the Bluff
City—its location on the river guaranteed prominence in the national flow of goods to market, as did its proximity to
potentially millions of acres of cotton. In 1857 the Memphis-Charleston Railroad had opened the first route from the
Mississippi River to the Atlantic Ocean across the South, establishing a route between a large East Coast slave
market and the envisioned inland cotton empire.” (Lauterbach, 2015, pg. 8)
7
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Although all the aforementioned events affected Memphis, only Civil War fatalities and
yellow fever victims lie buried in significant numbers at Elmwood. There are a few Sultana
Disaster victims, but a cenotaph mainly sits in memoriam of all lives lost. It is highly unlikely that
Memphis Massacre victims are buried at Elmwood if they were even buried at all. Since the victims
were Black, newly-freed slaves, few records of them exist and we only have witnesses’ accounts
to attempt a full headcount of the dead (Banks, 1991). I cannot know for certain, but current
Elmwood records are unable to direct us to their graves either way. Between the Civil War and
yellow fever, I decided to focus on the yellow fever epidemic because it was more localized in
Memphis than the Civil War. It was one of the worst epidemics in the nation, and it occurred
largely within the bounds of the city. During the Civil War, there was only one major battle in
Memphis that quickly ended and gave Union forces control of the city in 1862. Memphis did not
see the same degree of fighting as other cities in the South and thus is not the best place to create
a case study for this event. As a result of the Civil War, Memphis became a hub of hospitality and
its medical capabilities greatly expanded. The hospitals witnessed many dead and wounded, but
the epidemic of 1878 remains a better case study because the sick and dead existed not only in
hospitals, but also in homes and streets.
During the yellow fever epidemic of 1878, sickness and death devastated the city, leaving
no one within the city untouched by its horrors. At no time during the epidemic were there more
than 20,000 persons in the city, and of these about 14,000 were Black and 6,000 were White
(Keating et al., 1874, p. 116). Of the 14,000 Blacks, 946 died of the fever, and of the 6,000 Whites,
4,204 died; no more than 200 White people escaped the sickness, most of them having been victims
of previous epidemics (Keating et al., 1874, 116). Yellow fever affected the broadest population
of people in comparison to the other mass death events in Memphis. During the Civil War, deaths
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occurred according to politics. The Sultana Disaster victims were Union soldiers, and most were
not directly acquainted with Memphis before their deaths. During the Memphis Massacre, racism
was at the heart of the devastation, with White people seeking to destroy one specific population—
Blacks. Yellow fever had no preferences; it affected everyone.
The first epidemic struck Memphis in 1873, leaving 2,000 dead by winter (Keating et al.,
1874, p. 92). The city expected the worst was over until August 1878, when newspapers warned
of an outbreak spreading quickly from New Orleans north up the Mississippi River. With the
previous yellow fever outbreak fresh in the minds of citizens, those who could flee the city did.
Dr. William J. Armstrong, who cared for the sick in 1873 and again in 1878 until his death,
wrote to his wife in August, You cannot conceive of the desolation of our good city. I do not
suppose that one fifth of the white population are left…On our street counting even a far as Mrs.
Cochran’s, there is no one left, until you reach the poor families8. The 1878 mortality rate would
far exceed that of 1873; more than one in four people would die (Keating et al., 1874, p. 94). Not
only did a victim expect death once infected with the disease, but also expected a painful and
gruesome one. Some attacks were so violent that death occurred within thirty-six hours of
infection (Keating et al., 1874, p. 46).
Well-known medical experts remarked on the peculiarly violent nature of the fever in
1878 and the New Orleans Times noted how it was “wholly different from the yellow fever as
heretofore experienced and known” (Keating et al., 1874, p. 73). Dr. Greensville S. Dowell,
widely considered an expert of yellow fever in the late 1800s described the sickness:
When there is vomiting and sick stomach from the rise of the fever, the patient is liable,
between or after the third day until final recovery, to vomit up specks of blood and

8

Armstrong, W. William J. Armstrong to Armstrong. August 12, 1878. In Memphis Room Yellow Fever Collection.
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mucous, which will become blacker, and finally a blackish brown-red, of the consistency
of chocolate or coffee…This is the pure vomito presto, or black vomit, which is the only
positive sign of the disease, and I believe it is unlike any thing seen in any other
pathological condition. I have not seen any thing like it in my professional life…This
effusion may be in small quantities, leaving specks on the handkerchief or one the bed, or
it may come up involuntarily, or may be spit up, or there will be pint after pint for hours,
or even two or three days. Patient at this stage is very restless, sighs, halloos, screams,
attempts to get up, falls about, half conscious, and can’t tell why he cannot lie still, nor
can he give a reason why he cries out. Skin begins in this stage to become yellow, if
patient does not die in a few hours; first a bright jaundice yellow, then a livid yellow,
almost a contused black. In spots over the body blood will ooze out, nose will bleed,
blisters and cupped surfaces will bleed, and show no disposition to heal.9
Black vomit was the final symptom if patients survived long enough to experience it. Otherwise,
death by coma and convulsions and uremic poisoning were generally the most common (Keating
et al., 1874, p. 47).
Most everyone in the city was either sick, caring for the sick, or dead. There were few
demands for funeral services and the population quickly dispelled the luxuries of mourning. In
most cases, a hearse driver and an assistant delivered the body to its grave as quietly as possible
and “the public were this relieved of the one harrowing exhibition of sorrow” (Keating et al.,
1874, p. 121). Countless stories reveal the disturbing circumstances awaited by the dead and
experienced by those who dealt with them. The number of dead was insurmountable and delayed

9

Keating, J. M., Howard Association (Memphis, Tenn.), & London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.
(1879). A History of the Yellow Fever. Memphis, Tenn.: Printed for the Howard Association. (pp. 62-63).
http://archive.org/details/b21354017
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undertakers for days on end. In one instance, the county undertaker drove four furniture wagons
throughout the city for an entire day with “coffins piled as high as safety from falling would
permit” on each wagon, but even these great vehicles could not complete a day’s work, and by
the end of the day there “remained sixty bodies awaiting internment” (Keating et al., 1874, p.
155). The delay and shortage of cemetery laborers resulted in individual horrors, also. As
undertakers went to send the body of Mrs. Hood, a widow and mother to two children, to the
potter’s field, a nurse interfered to prevent the interment that would have left the mother’s grave
lost amongst thousands (Keating et al., 1874, p. 172). But while the nurse was making the
necessary arrangements for the proper burial of Mrs. Hood’s remains, “the poor woman was
carted off to the potter’s field, or the trenches, and it would be utterly impossible at this day to
tell where she was resting” (Keating et al., 1874, p. 172). The dreadful work took a toll on
individual undertakers as well. At the beginning of October 1878, well into the epidemic, one
could find Mr. Louis Daltroof, the Howard Association’s10 undertaker, alone in the middle of the
night amidst a rainstorm in the cemetery digging graves (Keating et al., 1874, p. 172). There was
no rest for undertakers as bodies continually piled up at hospitals one on top of the other,
“mattresses and all, just as they died” (Keating et al., 1874, p. 172).
In early October, while potter’s fields became mass trenches of sickened corpses,
Elmwood also fell to substandard burial practices. The Public Ledger wrote on October 8, 1878
about the so-called “lost graves” of Elmwood—when citizens traveled to Elmwood Cemetery to
visit the freshly laid graves of their loved ones and pay their respects, but upon their arrival,
neither the mourners nor the cemetery staff could find the graves of their dead. The families

10

The Howard Association was a volunteer medical and sanitation association. Explained by Molly Caldwell
Crosby in The American Plague: The Untold Story of Yellow Fever, the Epidemic That Shaped Our History (2006,
p. 70).
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purchased private graves in the Chapel Hill section, but a misjudgment occurred amongst
cemetery staff:
The dead were taken out, and the coffins, boxes, etc. were laid down on the rank
grass…It turns out that in these days but little attention was paid to the manner of
internments. Long trenches were dug and the coffins were placed therein, side by side,
regardless of the facts that, in many instances, private graves with regular numbers were
purchased and promised to be furnished (Public Ledger, 1878)
Elmwood received harsh criticism for this error, and at least one regional newspaper published
the story11. Americans grieved with the mourning families:
How can the living now find their dead? Can they feel certain (unless an exhumation
takes place) that beneath the sod on which they kneel and spread immortelles rests their
own beloved dead? Certainly not. (Public Ledger, 1878)
However, even an improper burial at Elmwood was a privilege. For those buried in the trenches
of the potter’s field, no such certainty of name and location will ever exist without exhumation,
and those victims have scarce memorialization in newspapers. Mrs. M. A. Harcourt wrote in
memory of her fellow nurses who died while caring for their patients, “…buried, not in the quiet
shades of Elmwood, but in the potter’s field, in white coffins, in a nameless grave” (Harcourt).
There were too many of them, so many that one writer stated, “Death has lost its terrors. It has
been witnessed so often of late, so many dear friends have been stricken, no longer is felt the
pain of the wounded and bleeding heart” (Keating et al., 1874, p. 161)
Knowing that the epidemic altered Elmwood’s burial standards and practices, if even for a
short time, provides the grounds for the epidemic’s overwhelming death to also shift perceptions

(1878, September 11) Chicago Daily Tribune.; Ayers P. Merrill. (1878, October 25) “Another Letter From
Memphis: The Fever Abating.” Nashville Banner.
11
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of mortality. As a rural cemetery, Victorian ideals established Elmwood. When the epidemic
makes those ideals unattainable, I expect a shift occurred in grave iconography. One such Victorian
ideal, the ‘good death,’ was important for the acceptance of one’s soul into heaven, but in most
instances, epidemic deaths fell short of its requirements. A ‘good death’ required that the dead
have a Christian soul at the time of death, usually accompanied by a final blessing, and that the
dead also have a pleasant physical appearance (Magness, 2001). During the epidemic, many died
without the presence of anyone to give last rites, and the sickness itself disgraced the body and
mind. Since the Civil War, people increasingly feared dying like an animal—without a name and
without a shroud to separate their body from the earth (Faust, 2008). During the epidemic, unburied
bodies lining streets emitted disturbing stenches, and the living found their dead in a “state little
better than a lot of bones in a puddle of green water” (Keating et al., 1874, p. 111). The good death
defined the rural cemetery movement (Magness, 2001) and in its absence, I expect Victorian ideals
diminished in the cemetery.
Another Victorian aspect during this period was the “cult of mourning12” that many in the
Memphian upper class exhibited throughout the late century (Magness, 2001, p. 10). However, the
associated elaborate rituals13 and code of mourning etiquette were (1) an upper-class luxury and
(2) unfeasible during the epidemic. While the attitudes toward death that coincided with the
wealthy’s regalia probably still existed amongst the lower classes, it was unlikely persons of lower
class would have the means to portray their mourning in such a manner. Racism and classism
separated the Black population from the Victorian renaissance period, so we cannot know their
views on death by studying mourning rituals. Focusing on the cult of mourning does not reflect

During the period of 1850 to 1890, “Death was a much more normal part of life than it is today.” Since “People
died at home, and funerals were held in the parlor,” people used elaborate rituals and a code of mourning etiquette to
cope with grief (Magness, 2001, p.10).
13
See Magness (2001) for attributed rituals.
12
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the death perceptions of a significant portion of Memphis society. Furthermore, this mourning was
unfeasible during the 1878 epidemic because most upper-class families fled the city and because
of the endless death and decay that surrounded those who stayed behind. Those who remained in
Memphis during that fateful autumn were those without the means to flee and those who
voluntarily stayed to help the sick. Death triumphed over mourning in that year:
The voice of prayer was lifted up only at the bed of pain or death, or in some home circle
where anguish was supreme and death threatened, as in a few cases he accomplished
total annihilation…In one case a family of four was found dead in the same room, the
bodies partially decomposed. There were no public evidences of sorrow. The wife was
borne to the tomb while the husband was unconscious of his loss; and whole families
were swept away in such quick succession that not one had knowledge of the other’s
departure. Death dealt kindly by these. In a week father, mother, and sisters and brother
were at rest, at peace. There was no mourning; no widow, no orphans.14
With hearses driving day and night and bodies piling up around undertakers, the city practically
deemed unnecessary the need for a physical display of mourning—the dead lying in the street were
display enough.
The firsthand accounts of horrific death, disturbance of bodies, and unburied dead piling
up inside Elmwood exemplify the overwhelming nature of the epidemic. Americans were still
reeling from significant loss of life after the Civil War, and Memphians experienced similar
disillusionment in balancing the significance of an individual death with the meaning of hundreds

14

Keating, J. M., Howard Association (Memphis, Tenn.), & London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.
(1879). A History of the Yellow Fever. Memphis, Tenn.: Printed for the Howard Association. (p.110)
http://archive.org/details/b21354017
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of thousands dead (Faust, 2008). The epidemic killed thousands more and “where sorrow was so
general there could be no parade of it” (Keating et al., 1874, p. 112).
V.

Methodology

All the graves in an area create one landscape unique to its location and people. The rural
cemetery exhibited an idealized version of the landscape that surrounded it (Francaviglia, 1971).
For the Southern movement, idealized might have meant lushness in a sparse location or
segregation in death just as in life. Elmwood Cemetery is a historical record of Memphis’ residents
and broader regional characteristics.
I use graves to study the change in attitudes toward death over time because they are
physical artifacts from the time of a person’s death that show how the living treated and
remembered the dead. Dethlefsen and Deetz’s (1966) pioneering study originated from the
understanding that grave markers portray “design variations in time and space which can be
projected against known historical data” (p. 502). We can study the physical changes of graves as
an account of changes in the society that produced them (Dethlefsen and Deetz, 1966). The
cemetery is the source of a broad range of artifacts because, simply, everyone dies. An early
Elmwood Cemetery charter provided a “word of admonition” within its first few pages, “Of all the
enemies of man, Death is the most inexorable. He spares neither sex nor age, nor rank nor
condition…” (Elmwood Cemetery, 1874, p. 12). Since cemeteries often erect grave markers within
a year after a person’s death, we can read the markers as relics from the death date (Dethlefsen and
Deetz, 1966). Form is an important function of this data because it gives an estimate of height.
Height of grave monuments gradually decreased over the nineteenth century (Francaviglia, 1971).
Height of the monument can be a signifier of the relevance of death, with large monuments
outwardly acknowledging the presence of death and smaller, flatter monuments diminishing
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death’s presence15. Many markers bear symbolism or epitaphs, especially those created during the
rural cemetery movement. Each of those characteristics of the grave allow us to “arrive at some
statement concerning values regarding death” (Dethlefsen and Deetz, 1966, p. 502). When these
characteristics appear on the same grave, epitaphs supplement the symbolism to either strengthen
the attitude it portrays or to give the symbolism new meaning. Either interpretation shows the
contextualization of symbolism in the year of its erection.
I explored change over time by tracking changes in my case study’s grave marker
iconography. I collected data on three characteristics of the markers: form, symbolism, and
epitaphs. I coded each grave’s qualitative information after collection to evaluate trends over time.
Form is the shape of the monument, and I will be utilizing a version of Francaviglia’s methods for
this portion. Francaviglia (1971) established nine types of form in his study of Northwestern
cemeteries. I found a wider selection of form in Elmwood and established eleven categories for
my study.
The eleven categories of form, in order of descending height: (11) Mausoleums. This
monument is the largest in total area as well as average height, which estimates to 204 inches.
Usually, mausoleums house a set of family members. (10*16) Columns, obelisks, and pedestals.
These are defined by upright shafts usually measuring 110 inches in height. Columns are rounded
often with a flat top. Obelisks are four-sided and taper towards a top that ends in a pyramid.

This argument may be worth debating. For example, Pritsolas & Acheson (2017) admitted that “enormous loss of
life created an increased demand for gravestones and it was economically feasible to mass-produce smaller, shorter,
ground-level gravestones of cheaper materials” (52). Francaviglia (1971) also nodded towards a gradual
simplification of cemetery maintenance: “the tombstone disappeared because it ‘spoiled the landscape’” (508). But
other researchers at least partially attributed the transition to perception of mortality. Jackson (1967) equated the
disappearance of the monument not only with economy, but also with an “American fear of death.” He argued that
the open landscape of the new ‘memorial garden’ expressed none of the reminders of death. Mallios and Caterino
(2007) argued that smaller headstones “are not at all individualistic; they almost seem to sink naturally and
anonymously into the earth. It is death in the context of humbled conformity…These flat gravestones also
corresponded to a decline in displays of grief and diminished death-based rituals” (p. 64).
16
The categories that I appropriated from Francaviglia are denoted by an asterisk.
15
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Pedestals include a larger base, sometimes a column, but with an urn or sculpture on top. (9*)
Pulpit. This monument averages 60 inches in height and resembles its namesake, a pulpit with a
base and a top inscription on a slanting surface. (8*) Block. Averaging 50 inches in height, this
monument is square or rectangular with slightly rounded or pointed edges. (7*) Tablet. The tablet
averages 30 inches. This thinner upright monument is topped by a rounded arch. Sometimes two
will be seen alongside each other resembling the Ten Commandments (Francaviglia). (6)
Bedstead. This monument averages 24 inches tall. The monument is meant to resemble a
headboard with a raised slant and is sometimes accompanied by a bed frame surrounding the grave.
(5*) Scroll. About 12 inches tall, this monument resembles a horizontal broken column or scroll.
(4*) Raised top. This monument is a short block only about 9 inches tall with the inscription on
the top horizontal plane. (3) tub. This monument is 6 inches in height and resembles the elliptical
shape of a bathtub. An inscription is sometimes denoted on a small plaque at the foot of the tub.
(2) ledger. This monument sits about 3 inches off the ground and is about 72 inches long, covering
the surface area of a coffin. (1*) lawn. This type is either flush with the ground or a couple inches
tall and does not cover a large area.
Symbolism is the imagery on the monument, and I categorized the symbols into four
periods. I used periods for this categorization because time characterizes grave symbolism, and
symbolism gradually changed over time (Dethlefsen & Deetz, 1966). I defined each period by the
attitudes expressed by the viewer upon seeing the symbolism. In chronological order, the periods
are (1) mortality symbolism, (2) mourning, (3) hope for eternal life, and (4) individualism. Period
1 is strongly associated with Puritan graveyards and grave symbolism and reminds the viewer of
their own mortality, the imminence of death, and the uncertain nature of life (Keister, 2004).
Common images are broken trees or columns, hourglasses, and snuffed torches. Period 2 reflected
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mourning that was not present in Period 1. Acanthus, columns, obelisks, and draped urns portrayed
mourning, often through Classical imagery (Keister, 2004). This period foreshadows Period 3 with
its use of Classical architecture and values but is separate because its symbolism represents
permanence in mourning and grief, and not permanence in everlasting life. Period 3 assigns
Victorian ideals and religious beliefs associated with the Second Great Awakening to grave
symbolism. This period indicates a significant shift in the perception of mortality with an emphasis
on everlasting life and the resurrection, or spiritual ascension after death (Keister, 2004). The
Victorian era brought a wide range of symbolism to the cemetery with different meanings to
individual flowers and decorative, but comforting, images of angels (Keister, 2004). Period 4
brought a new individualism to the cemetery with “highly personalized retrospective symbols”
(Keister, 2004, p. 8). This period does not reflect a universal language of symbolism, and instead
the imagery is very literal and specific to the person it describes. Personalized symbols often
express a characteristic, occupation, hobby, etc. of the deceased. While they might comfort the
deceased’s family, any other person viewing this symbolism would not attribute deeper meaning
to it.
I categorized epitaphs, or the sentimental inscriptions on grave markers, into the same
categories as symbolism. I evaluated each epitaph on a case-by-case basis because only about a
quarter of grave monuments displayed epitaphs, and of those that displayed them, each was so
qualitative in nature, that this method was necessary.
For each of the 100 individuals in my sample, I catalogued type of form, described
symbolism, and deciphered epitaphs. Then, I coded this qualitative information by assigning
values to each of the categories. In the form category, the number ranking height of the monument
was the same number attributed to each type of form. The periods of symbolism and epitaph were
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assigned numbers accordingly, with the addition of a 0 denoting the absence of symbolism and/or
an epitaph.

Figure 1. Example of tablet form with Period 3: Everlasting
Life symbolism (ivy). Mary Agnes Rawlings, died 1852.

Figure 3. Example of a tub and bedstead form. Also
exemplifying Period 3: Everlasting Life symbolism (ivy and
rock). Margaret, died 1888.

Figure 2. Example of an obelisk form. John Denny Colby,
died 1892.
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Figure 4. Example of pedestal form. Draped urn atop the

Figure 5. Example of tub and tablet form. Exhibiting Period

pedestal is an example of Period 2: Mourning symbolism.

3: Everlasting Life symbolism (broken rose). Alex Stroman

William Brinkley, died 1866.

White, died 1861.

Figure 6. Example of raised top form. William Wirt
Stevenson, died 1880.
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VI.

Data Collection

Although the Elmwood Cemetery burial records are thorough, there is no record of which
people have grave markers and which do not. There is not even an estimate of a burial to grave
marker ratio. My first attempt’s small collection found only 6 visible markers amongst 62 graves,
giving an approximation of 1 marker per 10 graves, but that is only a rough estimate17. So, to
retrieve the best possible unbiased sample, I decided to collect the information of every headstone
in a section18.
There were seven sections in Elmwood with graves from my period (Chapel Hill, Chapel
Hill Circle, Evergreen, Fowler, Lenow Circle, South Grove, Turley) that I needed to consider
before selecting one. First, I exempted Evergreen and South Grove because they did not have
graves from every decade of my period; graves did not appear in these sections until closer to the
twentieth century. Next, I exempted Chapel Hill Circle and Lenow Circle to gain a sample from
the general populace buried at Elmwood. A colored section and pauper lots appear in the burial
records, and the old tour map does acknowledge some pauper lots, but the exact location of
burials from any of these sections remains unknown. The pauper lots that the old tour map
annotates do not have any individual lot numbers associated with them, so I was unable to

17

In the original collection method, I overlooked how few people have grave markers to denote their final
resting place. This data was not helpful to my study because it resulted in me having no data to analyze. The purpose
of this research is not whether people had grave markers or not, but rather whether the grave markers that exist show
a change in symbolism over time.
18
In my first data collection attempt, I began at the Elmwood burial records, which the undertakers
meticulously kept from 1853 to 1910. I randomly pulled five names from each year, 1853 to 1899. This was a good
collection method because it relied on yearly records, which correlated to my seeking change over time. It was also
helpful because I obtained general information for each person such as their age, race, where they were buried, and
even how they died. When collecting this information, there were many graves I already knew I would not be able to
find. I was utilizing an old tour map from a 1978 brochure (Figure 8), which was the only map I could find that
showed location of lots. The map did not show the location of the colored section nor the original pauper lots as they
were labeled in the burial records. Furthermore, the pauper lots that did appear on the old tour map did not show
individual lots; the map only labeled general sections for the paupers. By the end of my data collection, people
buried in a colored section, or a pauper lot made up about 50% of my data, making 50% of my data ambiguous.
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pinpoint the exact location of any one burial. Furthermore, the cemetery does not know the
location of the original colored section and the early pauper lots. Part of the reason for this lack
of information is the absence of grave markers. We can surmise that those buried in these
sections either could not afford stones or were not allowed to have them. Either way, something
barred them from this level of recognition in the cemetery. Since I could not include the lowestclass people in this study, I exempted Chapel Hill Circle and Lenow Circle so that the highestclass people would not be over-represented as a proportion of the population. These two sections
were majority wealthy white and their likelihood of having grave markers, while greatly
increased, was a result of the lowest class having none.
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Figure 7. Map of Elmwood Cemetery, 1978.
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Finally, between Chapel Hill, Fowler, and Turley, I chose Chapel Hill mainly for ease of
access, but also after referencing a map from a previous attempt of data collection. I exempted
Fowler because it holds several large groups such as CSA soldiers, IOOF, and Masons that would
have inevitable uniformity in their grave markers not necessarily by choice of the dead’s family
but by stipulation of a membership. Also, I learned the IOOF recently replaced their grave markers,
and they would not resemble any characteristics of the old stones. I exempted Turley and finally
chose Chapel Hill because Chapel Hill appeared to have more concentrated graves from each
decade. In a previous attempt of data collection, I created a map of place-marked graves randomly
selected from the burial records (Appendix A). Chapel Hill represented 42.12% of all burials in
that collection, a larger amount than any other section19.

19

See Appendix A. I overlayed the old tour map onto Google Earth so that I could placemark the location
of each lot from the names in my sample and receive estimates of the coordinates for their locations. With a
complete map, I visited Elmwood and located lots by using a personal GPS and cross-referencing my location with
the locations of the mapped lots. Some of the lots were labeled by stone markers, but others were not. As a result, I
was able to confirm the location of most burials from my sample by looking at stone markers and surrounding
gravestones.
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Figure 8. Map of Chapel Hill section, 1978

Within Chapel Hill, there are eight smaller sections. I randomly chose to start with three of
those sections—two in the North/Northeast and one in the middle. I expected to complete the entire
Chapel Hill section, but simply did not have enough time and realized I had more than enough data
to analyze after completing just those three inner sections. When collecting data from the
individual grave markers, I used the old tour map to travel lot by lot, cataloguing visible markers.
Stone markers labeled some lots, so I was able to use those markers and surrounding gravestones
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to confirm my location most of the time. I photographed all grave markers that were (1) discernible
and (2) had a visible death year between 1850 and 1899. There were some grave markers that
could not be catalogued even though they were most likely from the period because the grave was
sunken, or I could not clearly read them. It was important for any marker I collected that I be
certain of the death date. The indiscernible markers were a minority in the collection, and so even
without those included in the collection, I have an appropriate pool of Chapel Hill gravestones.
Once I collected all the photographs and catalogued the information, I had 229 graves, of which I
randomly selected 100 graves to analyze.
VII.

Results

From my preliminary findings, I found gradual change in form, no significant change in
symbolism nor epitaph, and neither change nor lack of change was attributable to the 1878
epidemic. Monuments experienced a gradual decrease in height over the late nineteenth century,
by the end of the century the decadal average decreasing 42.7 inches or 61.93% percent. Although
the average height before and after 1878, 58.87 inches and 28.78 inches respectively, is a
difference of over 30 inches, when we look at averages from each decade, we see that the average
height steadily decreased each decade. Prior to 1870, monuments were strictly confined to tablets
(30 inches) and columns/obelisks/pedestals (110 inches). There were only two cases of monuments
shorter than a tablet. After 1870, the majority of monuments were shorter than a tablet, but there
remained variation in forms erected; all monuments were not confined to shorter styles20. I
expected a gradual decline in height, and the consistent decline aligns with previous studies in
other areas of the country21. We can perceive this height as a change in tastes and economic factors,
but also as a diminishment of the presence of death; As the twentieth century approached, people

20
21

See Appendix B for a frequency distribution of form.
Francaviglia, 1971; Mallios and Caterino 2007; Mallios and Caterino 2011; Pritsolas and Acheson 2017.
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turned from the towering, elaborate reminders of mourning to more humble stones22. Height can
aid us in these inferences, but I also catalogued symbolism and epitaphs to have multiple factors
to analyze and from which to draw conclusions.

22

See footnote 15.
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Symbolism and epitaph can display a perception of death more concretely than height
because through them loved ones express their feelings directly via images and words whereas a
choice in height could be a subconscious decision. Forty-five percent of graves had neither
symbolism nor epitaph, which was a larger percentage than I expected (See Appendix B). Epitaphs
were rare with only one out of every four graves displaying one. Of the graves that did exhibit
symbolism and epitaphs, there were no significant changes over the time period. Symbolism
remained a consistent combination of Period 2 and Period 3 throughout the five decades. There
were very few examples of the mortality period in symbolism, which supports the claim that
Elmwood was established during Memphis’ high Romantic era23. Although my epitaph sample
was small, there is a gradual shift from mortality language to Victorian language.

23

See footnote 5.
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VIII. Conclusion
This paper contributes to the methods-based literature and is an example of how researchers
can use cemeteries and graves to study not only the dead, but also the living. The living leave their
imprint on graves and the landscape, and their beliefs and perceptions are better represented in the
cemetery than those of the deceased. Family and friends make decisions about how form,
symbolism, and epitaph will embody their loved ones for eternity. While my results do not show
that a single overwhelming death event—in this case, yellow fever—impacted grave symbolism
and thus the living’s perception of mortality, my data does show that people used graves as a
display of their mourning and hope for eternal life. Height steadily changed over time, which
shows that people made decisions in the cemetery that aligned with more general changes in
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preferences outside the cemetery. People used symbolism and epitaphs to express an expanding
language of emotions in the Victorian era.
Dethlefsen and Deetz (1966) in looking at late eighteenth century gravestones witnessed
the replacement of one universal symbol at a time as a “function of changes in religious values
combined with significant shifts in views regarding death” (p. 506). However, religious thought
and social influences vastly broadened in the nineteenth century, as did the range of symbolism on
graves. By the late nineteenth century, the individual grave might not have been the best portrayal
of change over time, contrary to what I expected. In the future, one may consider viewing the rural
cemetery as a fuller landscape of graves instead of any particular grave or set of graves. This
speculation reminds me of the Elmwood Cemetery Charter’s guidelines for monuments in the
cemetery:
When shocked or paralyzed by irremediable calamities wrought by death, those who loved
the dead are least fitted to provide, at once, means of perpetuating and honoring their
memories. It were wise, in most instances, if the survivors postponed, till grief were soothed
by the laps of time, the attestation of love or veneration, or respect for the dead. Taste and
judgment like the vision, are blinded by tears. Headstones disfigure a pretty spot, while a
proper monument, in the center of a lot beautifies it forever. Such a monument would
endure through an indefinite period, and on its sides might be inscribed legends recitative
of the virtues and worth of all whose deeds we would commemorate.24
Under such guidance, the graves did not only represent the deceased and his or her family, but also
the views of the entire cemetery. If this were true, then 229 graves from a single section may not

24

Elmwood Cemetery (Memphis, Tenn.). (1874). Elmwood: Charter, rules, regulations, and by-laws of Elmwood
Cemetery Association of Memphis; history of the cemetery; biographical sketches; attractive monuments; names of
proprietors. (pp. 69-70). Boyle & Chapman; WorldCat.org.
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be a large enough sample for a cemetery of 75,000 graves and over 150 years of history25. Also,
samples from different cemetery sections compared against each other could engage a broader
conversation about social and economic classes in the cemetery and how that altered landscape.
Or, to even further the discussion about how the landscape of the rural cemetery was different from
any other cemetery, Elmwood may need to be compared to other cemeteries in the area, such as
family plots, religious cemeteries, and historically black cemeteries26.
Although I tried to create an unbiased but diverse sample, my graves shared a limited
demographic. The absence of visible grave markers in the cemetery limited my study because I
could capture neither poor nor black reaction to epidemic death. The directors of rural cemeteries
believed they spoke for all people including these groups when they shared their romantic
visions27. Elmwood Cemetery prided itself on the creation of a section “set apart for use and
occupation by colored people exclusively” in 1857 (Elmwood Cemetery, 1874, p. 38). But the
reality is that neither the black nor the poor had a voice in Memphis’ rural cemetery and today we
do not know the location of Elmwood’s exclusively black section. Time has lost this black history
and “Segregation in death appears to as much reality in America as segregation in life”
(Francaviglia, 1971, p. 506).
This research contributes to Southern rural cemetery literature by recognizing the breadth
of influence Southern culture and identity might have on an individual cemetery. Further research
is needed to determine a measurement for the extent of this influence. This paper acknowledges
the question of whether Memphis grave markers would change solely based on a specific event

25

History. Elmwood Cemetery. Retrieved August 8, 2021, from https://www.elmwoodcemetery.org/history.
Including Hollywood Cemetery, Mt. Carmel Cemetery, and Zion Christian Cemetery.
27
French, S. (1974). The Cemetery as Cultural Institution: The Establishment of Mount Auburn and the “Rural
Cemetery” Movement. American Quarterly, 26(1), 46.; Linden-Ward, B., & Deetz, J. (1989). Strange but Genteel
Pleasure Grounds: Tourist and Leisure Uses of Nineteenth-Century Rural Cemeteries. In R. E. Meyer (Ed.),
Cemeteries Gravemarkers (p. 298). University Press of Colorado.
26
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that occurred within the confines of the city, or whether markers are more likely to follow broader
Southern trends. Is one overwhelming death event enough to pull a trend in a different direction?
The answer supported by this sample is probably not, but why? One theory is that instead of the
South’s immense casualties of the Civil War shattering the sentimentalism and melancholy of the
Victorian period (Linden-Ward & Deetz, 1989, p. 323), that overwhelming death rather twisted
those Victorian attributes into a rallying cry for Southern and Confederate pride. Memphis made
a good case study for researching epidemic death, but to better study the influence of “The Lost
Cause” in the cemetery other cities such as Atlanta, Mobile, New Orleans, or Richmond would
more appropriate. Overall, my study joins the Southern rural cemetery with methods-based
cemetery research by recognizing Memphis as a “location-specific” landscape (Pritsolas &
Acheson, 2017, p. 54).
This research is both a product of the past and the present as the Memphis’ yellow fever
epidemic illuminates our relationship with the coronavirus pandemic. Both of these mass death
events disrupted the normal burial practices of their time and affected the ability (or inability) to
mourn. Thus far, the coronavirus pandemic differs from the yellow fever in that the death toll has
not been as overwhelmingly prominent in the discussion of the coronavirus. Yellow fever was
more acute and devastating in a short amount of time inspiring the apocalyptic feel of this
overwhelming death event. During the coronavirus, the widespread nature of the pandemic has
made mourning more individualized and has made it easy to separate oneself from the tragedy. In
America, instead of the death toll commanding center stage in the media, the United States is more
concerned with the economy. As shared trauma becomes more individualized, it is difficult to
measure broad cultural change. Today, the study of iconography may not illuminate broader trends
of death even though individual expression is still a value of mourning. Just as the yellow fever
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epidemic did not significantly impact grave iconography in Elmwood Cemetery, I do not expect
the coronavirus to affect our relationship to death as seen in the cemetery.
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Appendix A

Map from an early attempt. On Google Earth, I overlayed the 1978 Elmwood Tour Map and
plotted burials in estimated locations based upon burial records.
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Appendix B

Frequency Distributions of Form, Symbolism, and Epitaphs
Frequency Distribution of Form
Value
Frequency Percentage
Lawn
0
0.0%
Ledger
2
2.0%
Tub
7
7.0%
Raised Top
13
13.0%
Scroll
1
1.0%
Bedstead
13
13.0%
Tablet
32
32.0%
Block
8
8.0%
Pulpit
1
1.0%
Column/Obelisk/Pedestal
22
22.0%
Mausoleum
1
1.0%
Total
100
100.0%
Table B1. Frequency Distribution of Form.
Frequency Distribution of
Symbolism
Value
Frequency Percentage
Period 0: Blank
54
54.5%
Period 1: Mortality
3
3.0%
Period 2: Mourning
14
14.1%
Period 3: Everlasting Life
28
28.3%
Period 4: Individualism
0
0.0%
Total
99
100.0%
Table B2. Frequency Distribution of Symbolism. Note there are only 99 observations because the
remaining single grave marker displayed symbolism, but it was indiscernible.
Frequency Distribution of
Epitaph
Value
Frequency Percentage
Blank
67
74.4%
Mortality
8
8.9%
Mourning
3
3.3%
Everlasting Life
8
8.9%
Individualism/Memorialization
4
4.4%
Total
90
100.0%
Table B3. Frequency Distribution of Epitaph. Note there are only 90 observations because the
remaining ten grave markers displayed epitaphs, but they were indiscernible.
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Frequency Distribution of
Highest Combined Symbolism
and Epitaph Score
Value
Frequency Percentage
Blank
45
45.0%
Mortality
4
4.0%
Mourning
15
15.0%
Everlasting Life
32
32.0%
Individualism/Memorialization
4
4.0%
Total
100
100.0%
Table B4. Frequency Distribution of Highest Combined Symbolism and Epitaph.
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